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Alfred Music, 2002. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Chop-Monster is a sequential jazz improvisation
method by acclaimed jazz pianist and educator Shelly Berg that
utilizes a call-and-response approach: students listen to a jazz
idea, imitate it until it is internalized, and then try it on their own.
In Chop-Monster 1, students will hear and improvise to the Ima7,
iimi7, and V7 chords in the key of B-flat, plus a basic blues
progression. In Chop-Monster 2 students...
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This sort of ebook is almost everything and got me to searching ahead of time plus more. It is among the
most awesome ebook i have got read. I am just very happy to tell you that this is the greatest publication i
have got read through in my personal lifestyle and might be he very best pdf for actually.
- -  Rosalinda  Daniel--  Rosalinda  Daniel

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It generally will not cost too much. I am just delighted to
inform you that this is basically the finest publication i have study inside my personal daily life and may be
he greatest book for possibly.
- -  Miss Sierra  K uvalis--  Miss Sierra  K uvalis

This book can be well worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It is writter in simple words and
phrases and not confusing. Its been printed in an exceptionally simple way in fact it is merely right after i
finished reading through this pdf by which basically changed me, modify the way i think.
--  Margot Carter V--  Margot Carter V
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